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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Ambient, heated cabinet (no PHFs) 165 Chicken chips, deep fryer 209-210

Ambient, 1-door Traulsen freezer 20 Ambient, Delfied freezer 40, 12 (final)

Ambient, 2-door Traulsen freezer 5 Heated cabinet: beef, chicken, beans, ambient 156,158,162,177

Walk-in cooler: ambient, seasoned beef, pico de gallo 33, 39, 38

NOTE

3-501.16A

5-203.14A

4-601.11A

 4-601.11A 

TEMPERATURES, in degrees Fahrenheit:
Counter side : Hot hold - beans 170, rice 147, taco meat 158, beef 167, cabinet ambient 152
Counter side: Cold hold - cut lettuce 40, cut tomatoes 41, pico de gallo 39, ambient on bottom 48
Drive through side: Hot hold - beans 146, rice 204, taco meat 160, beef 158
Drive through side: Cold hold - cut lettuce 42, cut tomatoes 44, pico de gallo 41, ambient on bottom 41

The ambient temperature of the bottom cooler on the counter side was 48F, and the ambient temperature
of the Delfield freezer on the counter side was 40F. NOTE: food in the refrigerator was in the unit less than
four hours, and food in the freezer was still frozen. All food was removed from both these units and a repair
service was called. Please do not use these units until the refrigerator reliably holds food at 41F or lower,
and the freezer holds food in the frozen state. NOTE: The Delfield freezer final temp. was 12F. Please monito

The flush hose on the water softener ended below the rim of the mop sink. Water shall be protected from
contamination from backflow. Please provide an air gap that is two times the diameter of the outlet hose, but
no less than 1 inch, between the end of the hose and the rim of the sink. COS by cutting hose to provide gap

Debris observed on the high chairs in the dining room. High chairs and booster seats are considered
food-contact surfaces and shall be washed, rinsed, and sanitized after each use. Please clean and sanitize
high chairs.

Debris observed on the diapering surface in the women's bathroom. Diapering surfaces shall be washed,
rinsed, and sanitized after use. Please clean and sanitize diapering station each time the bathroom is
cleaned.

6/8/17

COS

6/6/17

6/6/17

6-501.18

3-304.12B

4-601.11C

5-205.15B

4-501.11B

6-501.14A

4-501.11A
4-903.12A
3-305.11A

The handwashing sink in the drive-up area was dirty. Handwashing sinks shall be kept clean. Please
clean all surfaces, faucets, handles, ledges of sink as often as needed to keep clean.

A single-use condiment cup was stored in the bulk container of cinnamon sugar. In-use utensils shall be
multi-use (able to be cleaned and sanitized) and shall have a handle that is stored above the surface of the
food. Please dispose of cup and use a utensil with a handle.

Accumulation of debris observed on the lids of the three bulk containers of powders, stored in a mobile
bulk container rack. Nonfood contact surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency that prevents debris
accumulation. Please clean lids.

Leaks observed in the faucets at the 3-vat sink. Plumbing shall be maintained in good repair. Please
repair all leaks.

The door catch on the walk-in cooler did not work, allowing the door to remain slightly ajar. Equipment
shall be maintained in good condition. Please repair so door will remain fully closed. COS by "popping catch"

Accumulation of debris observed on two portable floor fans, one stored by the employee break room and
the other by the drive-up window. Ventilation systems shall not be a source of contamination. Please clean
all parts of both fans as often as needed to keep clean.

A leak was observed under the Freeze machine. Single-use cups and a box of Strawberry flavoring were
under the leaks. Single use items and food shall be protected from contamination from splash. Please do
not store food or single-use cups under the dripping areas. NOTE: a part to fix the leak is on order. The
sinlge-use cups were discarded and the syrup box was moved away from the drip.
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5-203.14B A garden hose was stored in the outside dumpster enclosure. There was no backflow prevention device
on the hydrant or the hose. An American Society of Sanitary Engineering (ASSE) rated hose bibb vacuum
breaker is required to prevent possible backflow. According to manager, this hose is no longer used; the
power washer is connected to the outside hose bibbs on the building, which are equipped with integral
backflow prevention. COS by discarding hose.

COS

6-501.12A Accumulation of debris observed on the floor under the soda dispenser in the drive-up window area.
Physical facility shall be cleaned at a frequency to prevent debris accumulation. Please clean floor under
soda dispenser.
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